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Video Age International Archive

Introduction
By James Graham,
Hon. President, Prix Italia

H

starburst – and you are there again: the
intense debates in the juries; the challenging ideas in public debates; the
excitement of the orchestral concerts;
the quiet moment, a deux, a coffee, a
glass – at one time the curling smoke
of a cigarette punctuating the conversation about a broadcasting world that
gripped the imagination in its freshness
and excitement.
How the world has changed! The original Prix Italia brought together broadcasters from all five continents to discuss this new means of communication
that would help create a picture for all
to share of the world we then lived in. It
was a world of austerity, after a terrible
war, whose legacy was still very much
being worked out, an era that was
soon to be called the Cold War. Here,
at the Prix Italia, was something that no
longer formed part of a global confrontation but gave us hope, through the
promise of increasing understanding,
through the messages of its writers and
musicians, at first in radio and later,
television.
Scientists continued to be absorbed in
the mechanisms of tension: ever more
powerful bombs, ultimately rockets to
take man into space, then to the moon.

ow do you sum up the Prix Italia?
List all the winners from its inception, in Capri, in 1948? If so,
how do you fit in even the most succinct
description of the drama, documentary
and music-and-art programmes, in radio and television, and in recent years
the entries in the web competition? Try
that and you have, not a summary, but
a small book. So do you walk away
and say ‘We cannot do it’? Maybe. But
there are still ways to bring alive some
of the moments captured on camera,
the faces that make us say ‘Ah, I remember’: the joy of winners, the seriousness of those in discussion; the party table, the glass of wine, that told of
the enjoyment of good companionship,
bound in a common interest. Yes!
Dom Serafini, one of the legendary
figures of the Prix Italia in the golden
years when the festival was recognised
as the most desirable to attend, anywhere in the word, has made available
a selection of articles written each year
in his New York publication ‘Video Age
International’. It is like peeping into a
time capsule. If you were there in any
of the seven decades that have passed
since that momentous inauguration on
Capri, memories can explode like a
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And yet, at that time, I remember thinking that the fascination of international
broadcasting was capable of attracting some of the best brains in my own
and other nations. That we could compete, in the art of the spoken word, or
music, in friendship and cooperation,
learning from one another, stimulating
ideas, reflecting our history, or casting
thoughts to a future, then barely imaginable, where the events of the world
would appear in almost every home,
on a visual screen.
Can you sense that excitement? Would
you like to awaken it? Then take a look
at the excerpts from Video Age, the imagery in black-and-white, the memories
locked in so many frames. There are
the faces and the lists of participants,
who represented the global range of
broadcasting. The Prix Italia moved to
a different venue in Italy each year: the
cobbled streets of historic towns, the
glory of its cities, blue seas or lakes, the
enjoyment of the late Italian summer,
when Northern Europe was experiencing its first chill of Autumn, contributed
to making the Prix Italia a magnet for
writers, musicians, academics, journalists, those for whom life was seen as a
world of ideas. There were the restored
convents, the al fresco celebrations in
the warm evenings in Italian squares. It
was all against a quintessentially European background, to which the world
had been invited.
The Americans were a major force in
the early days, as Dom Serafini’s presence attested. The big US networks vied

with one another in the scale of their
lunch parties. NBC, CBC, or the public
service PSB rubbed shoulders with their
European counterparts, including delegates from the Soviet Union, for the Prix
Italia kept common ground between
competing political philosophies, never
recognising the divisive “Iron Curtain”.
The British loved the festival, first the
BBC, then the government-regulated
commercial stations which were to
emerge. Indeed, it was the enthusiastic presence of the broadcasting regulators themselves which attracted the
ITV companies, anxious to show their
public service credentials. Alongside
was an impressive array of European
broadcasters, the Germans formidably in evidence, the Scandinavians
proving unnervingly adept at winning
prizes, as indeed were the Japanese
and Koreans, which helped identify the
festival as truly global.
Was it one big party? It could seem so.
More accurately, it was a continuous
chain of social celebrations and the
names and faces of those who created
this extra-ordinary festival are there in
the Video Age photographs. We met,
we talked, we enjoyed each others’
company; and I truly believe that, in
that fashion, we helped make a better
world, one of mutual understanding. To
win a Prix Italia was the epitome of excellence. All in all, it was a remarkable
achievement.
The fact that much serious work took
place in this atmosphere has to be taken for granted, for photographs were
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So we look at the pages of our history,
as we look at paintings that recall our
past. But we should remember: the only
part of history we can influence is that
which starts each morning of our days,
here in the present time. Every organisation, every institution, like every tree,
must have its roots, deep in the past.
It is from those roots that new life can
spring: the new ideas that bring freshness to the way we look at the world,
secure in our trust in the experiences
that have gone before.
The value judgements, that find true
quality in the heart of things; the dispassionate, professional assessment
of the myriad decisions taken by programme producers, in radio, television
or the web; above all, the strength of
the message that can so often touch the
heart, are what make the Prix Italia so
valuable as a guide to what is true and
trusted and inspirational in broadcasting. That does not change. It is part of
our history and it is part of our today.
So today, we embrace the opportunities for defining the human condition
that arise with the new technology. In
that sense, in this digital era, we have
flung open the windows! Our digital
world is of global reach. The Prix Italia seeks to capture it, seek out and
reward its examples of excellence, as
we have always done. Use these new
tools. Look at the exciting proposals,
on the website, for involving new entrants, new techniques, new awards.
Outstanding examples of the vibrant,
contemporary approach that now de-

not taken of the long hours in jury
rooms, the worries, the concerns the
debates. It was of course the social
events which commanded the attention
of the cameras. But that is what Video
Age was about; that was its job; and
through that, we are fortunate to have
an amazing record of almost 70 years
of the Prix Italia, in the society pictures,
if you like, that were the pictorial background.
For these articles are a unique collection, no more and no less, of what they
set out to present. They are not intended to provide endless lists, or an analysis of programme trends. Just pictures,
some text in the style of the times and,
where there is comment, it is that of Video Age, for the Prix Italia believes the
articles deserve to stand in their own
right, without further reference from us.
It is the same technique that is used to
tell the story of the glory days and the
grey days, including times when the
Prix Italia encountered its own difficulties – as in any large institution.
So look at the Video Age material,
share the enjoyment, remember you
are only seeing the social record. But
remember also, if you lived through
that time, the illustrations can breathe
life into a bye-gone age that had its delights and its faults, as all ages do. Relive those delights, as though you were
listening again to Caruso or Callas or
Karajan. And quietly rejoice that the
Prix Italia is still with us, right here, in
our own time.
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fines the Prix Italia are two new prizes to be introduced this year. One is
the Prix Italia Golden Award for new
radio formats, designed to enlarge the
scope of the radio sector, with particular emphasis on attracting young
practitioners. The other is the Prix Italia Golden Award for International TV
Co-Productions, marking the festival’s
recognition of the development of in-

ternational co-operation as a means of
achieving the highest standards.
If you are passionate about the new
broadcasting opportunities and the
way the web can enhance the programme-making experience, the Prix
Italia is for you. So welcome aboard!
See you in Turin, September 2015.
March 2015
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My “Prix” Italia
by Dom Serafini,
Editor, VideoAge International
and VideoAge Daily

M

attending. The then-president of the Milan Fair, Michele Guido Franci, who
was the creator of MIFED, the world’s
first film and TV trade show, used to
reprehend me with: “You’re like a son
to me, why do you write such things
about MIFED?” And my response was:
“Dr. Franci, we’re like a mirror. We reflect what’s out there.”
Bernard Chevry, the creator and organizer of the trade TV show MIP-TV in
Cannes, threatened to bar me from his
market if I continued to report the exhibitors’ public criticism.
The director of the Monte Carlo TV Festival and Market used to complain to
Prince Albert, under whose patronage
the event was organized, “not to trust
your ‘friend’ Dom Serafini,” because I
reported that a great market was being threatened by organizers’ incompetence. A few years later, the market
was closed.
It took me five years to persuade the organizers of NATPE, the major TV trade
show in the U.S., to move its venue from
Las Vegas to Miami in order not to die.
Finally, at the 11th hour they acted on
my reports, but not before barraging

y fascination with trade shows
and festivals began in high
school in Italy. I remember
how, in the late ’60s, I was so mesmerized by a color TV camera (which,
compared to today’s cameras, were
row boats) that my schoolmates had
to drag me out of a Milan Fair stand,
otherwise we’d miss our bus back to
my native Giulianova on the Abruzzo
coast.
The fascination continued when, in
the early ’70s, I began freelancing for
three radio stations outside New York
City and started attending conventions
and conferences for radio. When I
joined TV/Radio Age magazine in
New York City as its international editor in the late ’70s, my interest shifted
back to television.
Imagine my reaction when, in 1979, I
came across the RAI-sponsored Prix Italia for the first time: a radio and television event in one! It was love at the first
sight. A troubled love affair, as you’ll
find out later on; nevertheless it was
my first true radio-TV festival event. Not
that Prix Italia turned out to be any different from other trade shows I began
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me with criticism. Later, when the event
re-blossomed, they acknowledged that
my articles saved the market.
The point of this preamble is that, over
the years my relationship with Prix Italia wasn’t different from any of the other
20 different trade events I covered for
more than 500 editions over the course
of the 35 years that VideoAge magazine has been in existence. And those
trade events spanned the globe: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Singapore, the U.K. and the U.S., among
others.
But, like veteran British broadcaster
and Prix Italia’s honorary president
James Graham, I too was partial to Prix
Italia. Most likely James liked both the
“Prix” and the “Italia” parts in equal
measure, while I was more inclined toward the “Prix” aspect. It was the “Italia” part that often got me in trouble
with the organizing RAI executives.
But being the Prix’s stalwart wasn’t always easy. I remember in 1991, when
the then-RAI chairman Enrico Manca sponsored the competing Festival,
“Umbriafiction,” held in his political
stronghold city of Perugia in the Umbria Region, VideoAge was ostracized
by Manca’s entourage for publicly
supporting Prix Italia (but later, when
Manca visited New York City –– Video-

Age’s headquarter –– he’d invite me to
his presentations).
The unique contribution that VideoAge
has brought to Prix Italia is the well
documented changes that the Prix went
through over the years (including some
very dark, troublesome periods) and
the way it reflected the fast-moving television environment in Italy and internationally.
In effect, VideoAge’s Prix Italia reports
moved on two levels: covering the artistic-academic aspects for which it is renowned, and serving the business part
of the industry for which VideoAge is
known.
Over the years I have had the pleasure of working with seven Secretary
Generals, even though it wasn’t always
smooth sailing and one, Francesco
Mattioli, I didn’t have a chance to know
well due to his brief tenure (1997-98),
but overall they were all great experiences. In particular, I remember the
solemnity of Count Alvize Zorzi (197687), the casual attitude of Piergiorgio
Branzi (1988-93), the warmth of Paolo
Battistuzzi (1994-97), the exuberance,
professionalism and humor of Carlo
Sartori (1999-2009), the cordiality
of Giovanna Milella (2009-13) and,
recently, the reassuring informality of
Paolo Morawski (2013-present).
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Previewing Prix Italia’s “History on Show”

T

he 63rd annual Prix Italia kicks
off September 18-23 in Turin, Italy. Sponsored by state-owned
Italian public broadcaster RAI, the
event aims to showcase “superior”
television, web and radio content,
and brings together representatives
from 90 different international companies from 48 countries. The theme
of this year’s Prix Italia is “History
On Show,” showcasing the best of
the past and present,

year? Giovanna Milella: We expect that over 10,000 people will
be participating. The “professionals
in the field,” however, will number
500, including: - Delegates representing the 90 radio and television
broadcasters from the 48 countries
that form the Community of the
Prize - International jurors (split into
six categories for radio, six categories for TV, two for Web and five for
the Special Prizes) - Radio and television journalists and Italian and foreign press - Professors and students
of Turin University, of the Politecnico (applied science faculties) and
the National Summer School - Film
directors, authors, writers, actors,
musicians, producers, managers,
content scholars and technology experts, professors and research workers from all over the globe. VideoAge International: How will the Prix
Italia celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Unity of Italy? Giovanna
Milella: The 2011 edition has been
specially set up to celebrate the city
of Turin, Italy’s original capital, but
also to present the restored Archive
of the Prix Italia, entitled “History on
Show.”

The Prix Italia rotates venue cities
every few years, but has called Turin in the Piedmont Region its home
since 2009. This year Turin has a
particular significance for the Prix
Italia’s tribute to the 150-year anniversary of the Unity of Italy that
originated in the region. In addition
to a competition in which prizes are
awarded in a host of categories, the
Prix also features previews, screenings, conferences and workshops
aimed at professionals in the audiovisual sector. VideoAge spoke to
RAI’s Giovanna Milella, the event’s
secretary general, about what to expect at this year’s Prix.
VideoAge International: How many
attendees are you expecting this

TORINO
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2011

of the special events of this year’s
Festival? Giovanna Milella: After
Peter Greenaway’s extraordinary
performance at the 2010 edition,
this year, the Prix will have the
pleasure of welcoming the French
theatre, television and cinema star
Fanny Ardant, who will perform
for our a reading of Navire Night
at the historical Gobetti Theatre on
Monday, September 19. The text,
written by Margherite Duras, narrates the Parisian nights and relationship between two lonely people.
The cello player Sonia Wieder-Atherton will accompany the actress.
The evening has been staged in
collaboration with the Cinema Museum. VAI: Will there be any new
Special Prizes? Giovanna Milella:
In addition to the well established
prizes, this year the Prix Italia has
set up a special competition with a
new prize devoted to multi-media
pages of quality produced by the
press and other agencies. Prix Italia, which has been awarding media excellence in radio, television
and the web for over sixty years,
now will also honor innovation and
creativity in the new media sector.
The Faculty of Communication Sciences of Turin University, with two
juries composed of its students and
co-ordinated by their professors,
will examine the categories of TV
Drama and Documentary and will
thus assign two awards each. VAI:
What business-oriented conferences

The opening day, on September 18,
will be entirely devoted to the protagonists of the Italian Risorgimento
(or Resurgence). TV host Giovanni
Minoli’s three documentaries will be
dedicated to: King Vittorio Emanuele II, Count Camillo Benso of Cavour and Giuseppe Garibaldi.
In the evening, RAI’s National Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
maestro Juraj Valcuha, will play
arias of the most famous and loved
operas of the Italian melodrama
for the international public, such as
the Intermezzo from the Cavalleria
Rusticana by Pietro Mascagni. VAI:
What are other highlights of the
schedule? Giovanna Milella: During
the week, the Festival will be packed
with special events. There will be 10
international debates on the innovations and evolution of programming
and technology, in collaboration
with the University of Turin. Additionally, six days will be dedicated
to the screening of masterpieces, in
collaboration with Turin’s Cinema
Museum. There will also be six evening events, including the exhibition
“Fare gli Italiani” (Making the Italians); the concert “Pli selon pli” with
French composer Pierre Boulez and
his Ensemble Intercontemporain,
and the show Octopus, choreographed by Philippe Decouflè. The
Closing Evening will be held at the
Toscanini Auditorium, and broadcast on RAI-1. VAI: Could you anticipate some
2011
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will be going on? Giovanna Milella:
Monday, September 19, the workshop on Living 3D will take a journey into the fascinating world of the
third dimension. The first session will
be basically scientific, entitled Global Perspective. In collaboration with
RAI Research Center, the workshop
will analyse the status of 3D in the
U.S. with DirectTV, in the U.K. with
BskyB, and in Italy with RAI. The
second session, The Missing Dimen-

sion, will offer a historical and comparative view among photography,
cinema and stereoscopic television.
Additionally, on Tuesday a meeting
will take place with Piero Gaffuri,
director of RAI New Media and
Federico Casalegno, director of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Mobile Experience Lab, to talk
about the “Natives of Web Land,”
i.e., the inhabitants of the Internet.
June 14, 2011
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Talking Turkey in Italy

P

the new production models adopted
by Turkish producers. The Forum will
also give the chance to debate how
the new models can be used for
international co-production agreements,” she said.

rix Italia, the world’s oldest radio, TV and new media festival,
has announced that they’ll hold
a business-focused forum entitled
“The New Frontiers of Co-Productions for TV Drama: Focus on Turkey” on September 18, smack in
the middle of the 64th annual event.
In doing so, RAI, the Italian state
broadcaster that is organizing the
event, and the Italian TV sector that
is actively participating, is recognizing the increasing power of Turkey
as a major TV market.

Why Turkey? “Because Turkey represents a growing domestic market
and a gateway to new emerging
markets, such as Middle East, Central Asia and Africa,” she said.
Among the panelists at the forum
will be ITV’s Can Okan and Ares
Media’s Elvan Albayrak. Another
Turkish TV executive, in the process
of clearing a schedule. The conference will be co-moderated by VideoAge’s Dom Serafini and Seyda
Canepa, an correspondent covering Italy for Turkey’s news channel
NTV.

The forum is unusual given the fact
that most of the conferences at the
Turin, Italy event tend to be less focused on business and more on the
artistic elements that are better suited for the general public. The Turkey forum is a collaboration with
Basic Lead/DISCOP, organizers of
DISCOP Istanbul.

Representatives from Rai Fiction and
members of APT, the Italian Association of TV Producers, will also attend
the forum.

Giovanna Milella, secretary general
of Prix Italia, said the event was created with independent TV producers
in mind. “The purpose of the forum
is to offer both Prix Italia’s attendees and Italian and international
producers the opportunity to know
more
about
2012

Patrick Zuchowiki, general manager
of Basic Lead, said that as organizer
of DISCOP Istanbul, he’s been at the
“front-row” of the evolution of Turkish content exporters. “There’s been
a huge growth in that region. It start-
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ed in the Middle East, expanded to
Central Asia, then the Balkans and
now we’re seeing Turkish telenovelas selling into South America.”

places other countries find challenging. “They have access to countries
in Central Asia and the Middle East,
they also have great talent, and
have been able to create a strong
production community.”

“Turkey is starting to have a stronger
presence on the international co-production scene” as well, Zuchowiki
said, which explains the reasoning
behind this forum.

He adds: “Turkey brings global stories, and they’re not trying to replicate what’s being done in Hollywood. The country’s producers have
their own voice, and it’s a universal
one.”

Zuchowiki said there are some synergies between Turkey and Italy specifically. “They are both producing
great stories, and they both have
strong cultural heritages from which
they can draw. They also both have
strong marketplaces — Turkey has
80 million people, Italy has around
60 million.”

The 64th annual Prix Italia will run
from September 16-21. About 600
professionals are expected, with
about 10,000 total attending the
screenings, too.

Zuchowiki adds that Turkish production companies may have access to

August 6, 2012
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Awarding Excellence is RAI’s Prix Italia Mandate

R

going back to square one: quality,
namely the quality of the competing
radio and television programs, the
quality of the Web prize which we
are boosting and innovating, the
quality of debates and events rotating around the competition and the
professional and human quality of
the delegates and guests who share
Prix week with us.

ecently, RAI, Italy’s state
broadcaster, appointed Paolo
Morawski as Secretary General of Prix Italia, the world oldest radio TV (and now web) festival.
VideoAge caught up with him from
his Romebase to talk about his plans
for prestigious international competition, the 66th edition of which will
take place this year from September
20-25 in Turin, Italy.

Precisely because excellence is the
governing principle running through
Prix Italia’s history for the last 66
years, we are spurred on by the belief that past experience should be
harnessed to the innovations of the
digital era.

VAI: We realize that you’ve been
appointed just recently, but perhaps you have an idea of which
way you’d like Prix Italia to go? Are
there any preliminary ideas and directions?

One example of this successful marriage is Prix Italia’s historical digital
archive, which is one of a kind in
the world. Our online pre-selection
system of programs running in the
competition is highly advanced. Tradition and innovation find strength
in each other.

PM: The basic idea is that Prix Italia,
should be a useful event, an innovation laboratory.
Useful for everyone: to the Prix community, made up of over 100 radio
and television organizations from
five continents; for RAI, which gives
its solid backing to the Prix secretariat; and for the city and the region
hosting the Festival each year.

We should think of the Prix in terms
of being one large, major hub in order to communicate, share, inform
and be informed.

Being useful in times of economic
difficulties and rapid and continual
changes in communications means

The fact that Turin will host Prix Italia has been a
TORINO
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great boost for us; not least because
Turin is a post-industrial city; an ancient capital located in a strategic
region, where culture and tradition
converge with communication and
innovation.

Since its very onset, Prix Italia has
been lending its support to diversity
and exchanging views. This is yet
another aspect of the Prix, which
I find greatly appealing given it
spawns virtuous offshoots: every
workshop is a new network and networks energize workshops. This is
why I am a great believer in synergies: every web needs a hand to
sew the first thread.

VAI: What are the aspects of the
Prix that you like most?
PM: I’m especially fascinated by
the Prix’s two basic personalities:
its international character and its
creative character. The international contingent at the Prix is represented by the juries, composed of
renowned communication experts,
who are appointed by the Prix Italia
members themselves: radio, TV and
the latest arrivals from the online
world.

Given that hospitality is made up
of exchanges, networks, getting on
together, over Prix week there are
plans afoot for new and especially created locations and moments
to meet — also privately — face to
face.
VAI: Are there any particular territories (countries) that you’ll be focusing on in order to bring more members and more programs?

Since 1948 our juries have constantly distinguished themselves for their
mastery and expertise, working in
a stimulating and rewarding atmosphere, where cultural identity and
geographic diversity are expressed
freely.

PM: Prix is deeply rooted in Europe
and the Mediterranean area. The
first goal is to continue getting hold
of the best radio and television programs and the new multi-platform
offerings of the whole Euro-Mediterranean region.

Each year, the juries honor the best
productions, which stand out for
their innovation, quality and creativity, in language and content. The
high degree of creativity and actual
international flair characterizing the
works in competition, the debates,
juries and prizewinners ensure the
Prix’s atmosphere is charged with
positive energy. It is highly interesting and inspiring.
2014

The Prix is then historically linked
to North America, with the United
States and Canada, as well as with
Australia. Our second objective is
to foster and renew ties with those
highly important audiovisual production centers where English is the
main language.
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In the Mediterranean, the extremely
complicated web of migrations generates some really incredible stories,
which the media ceaselessly tell in
diverse kinds of programs (news, reports, documentaries, drama, films).

The Prix’s third major aim is to get
two giants of communication today
— Japan and South Korea — actively involved in our Festival.
Taking this well-established map as
our starting point, we can chart the
new frontier of Prix’s international ambitions. We have already for
some time been in contact and have
had fruitful ties with China, India,
Brazil, South Africa as well as other
African countries. Programs and the
representatives of these countries
have already taken part in one or
other of our Festivals.

≤<≤≤≤≤≤VAI: During the past administration, the Prix was more academically inclined. Is there a chance
that the Prix would return to a more
pragmatic event?
PM: The next Festival is entitled:
“The Innovation Laboratory.”
The idea is to let us be taken by the
hand, guided by those experimenting and/or who have already made
innovative programs and services of
undoubted added value.

We intend to turn these contacts
from sporadic to being stable.
We’re also intent on attracting to the
Prix the productions and talents of
South American countries, of Spanish-speaking countries (I’m thinking
here especially of Argentina). But
we’ll be taking a step at a time,
shifting our focus, getting especially selected areas and partners (be
it countries, members, programs) involved.

Prix Italia has already come to an
agreement on this with the EBU, the
European Broadcasting Union. In
September, we are setting up the
“Prix Italia-EBU Vision 2020 Laboratory.” Our slogan is going to be:
“Innovation is Now.” The aim is for
everyone to return home with two or
three good ideas or “best practices”
in order to find inspiration.

We’ll also be doing this by adopting an approach based on thematic, and not just geographic, issues.

Also on the synergy with the universities’ front, we will be trying out
new formulas this year. We have already established an excellent relationship with the University of Turin
and UCLan, the British University of
Central Lancashire.

Let me explain. This year, Prix Italia
will undoubtedly be “looking southwards,” to the Mediterranean, because in the Mediterranean audiovisual production is on the rise and
because the Mediterranean attracts
us because of its “storytelling.”

For the first time, the “Special Prize
of the PresiTORINO
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The formula is holding an intense indepth meeting of a group of experts
from diverse backgrounds, who
will be called on to focus on what
is boiling in that huge caldron that
we call the Web. This brainstorming
is expected to produce new features
and fresh categories in Prix Italia’s
Web prize, the rules for which are
set to be unveiled mid April. It will
be one of the major novelties of the
2014 Festival.

dent of the Italian Republic” will be
awarded to the best communication
and social awareness [commercial]
spot. The assumption is that, if made
with creative skill, a dynamic, rapid message can make a powerful
impact – and this quality should be
celebrated when the most advanced
language of communication is at the
service of positive messages and
shared civic and moral values.
The jury of this special prize will be
made up of 28 students from 28
European Union member countries,
as a tribute to the Italian semester
of the presidency of the European
Union (in the second half of 2014).

VAI: Is competition is staying at the
heart of the event?
PM: Yes, the competition is staying
at the heart of the event.
I am also able to announce that Prix
Italia is set to stage a top quality
major international artistic event —
A kind of mosaic of voices, sounds
and music through every possible
form to be offered by multimedia
starting with the radio.

Finally we have been discussing
holding a special event dedicated to
young talents who are today present
on the modern digital scene in large
numbers. To boost this approach,
which you termed pragmatic, the
first thematic “Prix Italia brainstorming” session devoted to the Web is
to take place on April 4th in Italy.

2014
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Open to everyone
 Best trans-media experience  Best digital storytelling

WEB COMPETITION

New Special Prize for outstanding excellence:
Prix Italia Golden Award for International TV
Coproductions
The entered programmes have to be the result of a
coproduction by the submitting Prix Italia member
organisation with at least one further broadcaster from
a different country, and eventually with other partners,
such as independent producers, institutional partners or
sponsoring organisations.

PERFORMING ARTS  Performing Arts
 Music and Arts Documentary
DRAMA  TV Movies and Mini-Series
 Series and Serials
DOCUMENTARY  Cultural and General Interest
 Current Affairs

 Special Prize of the President of the Italian Republic
 Special Prize Expo Milano 2015
 For Prix Italia Members (Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life)
 For Young Talents (A Day at Expo 2015)
 Signis Special Prize

SPECIAL PRIZES

New Special Prize for outstanding excellence:
Prix Italia Golden Award for New Radio Formats
(celebrating the most innovative, unconventional,
groundbreaking, daring and bold radio/audio format).
Participation is free and open to Prix Italia member
organisations and other players, such as independent producers.

DOCUMENTARY AND REPORTAGE  Documentary  Reportage

RADIO DRAMA  Original Drama  Adapted Drama

MUSIC  Music-Composed Work  Programme about any
kind of Music attracting a broader audience

RADIO COMPETITION

TELEVISION COMPETITION
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